
Step Parameters. Each step has 
CV Value freely programmable and adjustable in real time;
Glide time;
Can be routed to Gate 1 bus, Gate 2 bus, Off (non Gate output);
Can be rythmically repeated in “Ratchet Mode” selecting X2 (simple bounce), X3 (triple bounce) or Off (no 

bounce); every bounce/ratchet mode works at double or triple speed
Can be used in Normal Mode, Skip Mode (step skipped for sequence length shortened) or End Step Mode 

(for define the final length of sequence) 
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Grp Synthesizer is an Italian Firm that plans and constructs analogical Synthesizers of the 
highest workmanship. The Grp Synthesizer products are completely hand-assembled and are 
the link between technology and handcraft, worthy heirs of lute players translated into modern 
technology. It is important for us to keep constant, in the long run, the sound and designs 
characteristics so to render unique the Grp Synthesizer and to maintain high quality, also for 
the future entry level models. The Firm philosophy aims at projecting this engagements in the 
business so as to guarantee the maximum satisfaction to the client.



Row Parameter. Each horizontal row has indipendent settings for
Glide time;
CV Range X2, X4, X8 octave;
Sample & Hold value On/Off (for prolonging values between contigous steps);
Quantize On/Off
Six different permutation Orders selectable; for choose the playing/advance 

order of steps (the combinations previously available only in the Grp A4 or A8 
Step Sequencer, plus several other fun modes…);

(global) selectable Step Repetition; X2, X3, X4 repetitions before advance to the 
next step;

Indipendent (full) Row Repetition (useful in chain 16+8 or 24 step mode); X2, X3, 
X4, infinite repeat;

Each Row has indipendent Clock Divider; /2, /3, /4, /6, /8/16; divider works on 
Internal, TTL Ext Analog and External MIDI Clock; each row can advance at 
different rhythmic speed;

Row B and C can be used with their own set of parameters in full indipendence 
(e.g., three different sequences in 8×3 A,B,C mode); or but you can decide to 
use Row A parameters over rows A and B (useful for quick program in 16+8, 
A+B,C mode); still, you can use Row A parameters over A, B and C (useful for 
quick program in 24 mode, A+B+C); buttons ON on B and C sets indipendence 
for Row B and C.

Row Connections on front panel. Each row has dedicated analog connection for:
Gate Out 1 bus (internally normalled for cascading rows on single hardware con-

nection)
Gate Out 2 bus (internally normalled for cascading rows on single hardware con-

nection)
First available/active step Gate out (useful for start/stop several sequencers 

network connected);
End available/active step Gate out (as above, for serial connection of several 

sequencers),
CV Out (internally normalled for cascading rows on single hardware connection)
CV Control In for Order select (a specified CV received from external unit will 

select the desidered Order for corresponding row);
CV Control In for Row Repeat select (as above);
CV Control In for Step Repeat select (as above);
CV Control In for Clock Dividing factor select (as above);
CV Control In for Transpose (internally normalled for simultaneusly transpose of 

several rows with a single connection from exterrnal analog equipment).

Sequencer Parameter:
Four-digit display for general menu parameter/value;
Dedicated display control increase, decrease, Program and Store;
Clock selectable Internal (with its own panel control), External Analog TTL and 

MIDI;
Internal Clock PW front panel control; for adjust percentage of legato/staccato;
Advance mode Forward, Backward, FW/BW, Pendulum, Alternate, Random;
Sequence Mode A,B,C (8×3), A+B,C (16+8), A+B+C (24);
Global Loop always disposable with dedicated control panel (for unconditioned 

sequence looping);
Shift control on front panel;
Row C can be assigned to Internal Clock PW Mod or Internal Clock Speed Mod;
Dedicated front panel controls for Run/Stop, Reset at first step and individual 

Step Advance.

Sequencer Connections on front panel:
Remote Run/Stop;
Remote Loop On/Off;
Remote Reset;
Remote Glide On/Off;
Analog TTL Internal Clock Out (0/+5V);
Analog TTL External Clock Out (0/+5V);
Remote CV Control In for Advance Mode select;
Remote CV Control In for Sequencer Clock Modulation;
Remote CV Control In for Sequence Mode Select;
Remote CV Control In for Sequencer Clock PW Modulation;
MIDI In & Out for sequences , for Note On/Off ,Key Vel & Clock transmit;
USB Connection for sequences , for Note On/Off & Key Vel & Clock transmit. 

(future releases)
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